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I was recently party to an E-mail debate about the merits of theme issues. Some of my
peers at other alumni magazines say they can be done well, others insist they are
almost always contrived and prevent a publication from offering a broad range of
stories that appeal to readers' diverse interests.

When I became ReView editor in 1995,1 resolutely declared my own disinterest
in theme issues. And yet I have produced several of them since. Some have been
planned exceptions; others have simply emerged, whether through serendipity or
misadventure. Which brings us to the issue you are now reading.

I'd heard of Linda Stone's work as director of Microsoft's Virtual Worlds Group
a couple of years ago. When I met her last fall and heard her talk about some of her
projects, I asked her about doing a piece for the fall/winter issue of ReView. The
timing didn't work for her so we scheduled the article for spring and cajoled Tom
Maddox, a science fiction writer and essayist, into doing the piece.

I had also spoken with Tom many months back about a script William Gibson
and he had been working on for The X-Files. That, too, seemed like a good story, but
the script had languished for more than a year. Only after assigning Tom to write the
"Microsoft Chat" story that appears on page 4 did I think to ask him about his script.
"Oh," he told me, "it's in production. I'm going up to the set next week."

Damn. Suddenly I had a lead feature by Tom Maddox and a secondary feature
about Tom Maddox. But it only got worse. When I read the script in preparation for
writing "The Maddox Files" on page 10,1 was dismayed to find out that in the third
act Mulder is strapped into a virtual reality machine and tortured inside a — you
guessed it — computer-generated virtual world.

Now I had Linda designing 2-D virtual worlds and talking about how computer
networks can brighten our lives by creating virtual communities — and I had Tom
imagining 3-D virtual worlds and darkly suggesting how computer networks might
create virtual torture chambers.

And it doesn't end there. Perhaps there are even greater, bolder themes at play.
Both Tom and Linda are trying to imagine the future today, and by doing so are, in
their own small, modest ways, helping to shape the future. And isn't Evergreen a
college that encourages students and graduates to think beyond — beyond the obvious,
beyond the concrete, beyond the present, even beyond reality?

Suddenly, instead of no theme I have a superfluity of potential themes. So pick a
theme, any theme. As for me, my head hurts. I'm putting this publication to bed and
going on vacation with family and friends who know better than to even mention the
word theme for the next week and a half.

- Craig Mclaughlin
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Some of
Linda Stone

her best friends are avatars:
is at home in V-Chat's virtual worlds.
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Microsoft's home is in Redmond,
Washington, somewhere I've never
| been before, but I recognize the

place immediately: It is a
quintessential Edge City and the
perfect stealth environment for
Microsoft. All bland corporate
architecture and great spreads of
green lawn, the "campus" of one of
the most successful and aggressive

contemporary corporations sits
among shopping centers, strip
malls and suburban boulevards.
Depending on who you talk to, it

either presents the benign corporate face of the information age or it conceals
the Death Star.

Either way, it seems an odd place to come in search of someone who,
like me, is an Evergreen graduate from the mid-'70s. Our peers from that era
are not necessarily the kind of people who'd chose to climb their way high
up in the Microsoft food chain.

And in fact, Linda Stone '77, the person I have come to meet, is not a
computer scientist or techie of any description; by training she's a
quintessential Greener of the times. She started out at art school (spinning,
weaving and working with porcelain), then came to Evergreen, where she
studied elementary education and worked with faculty with a reputation
for egalitarian, unorthodox and collaborative teaching. Her sisters say
they expected her to end up in the woods, weaving and teaching in a one-
room schoolhouse — and that's where she more or less thought she was
headed, too.



Then she was badly injured in an automobile accident.
In more than one telling of her life, this is the transforming
event, thefelix culpa, or fortunate fall, before which Linda
Stone was on one course, after which she was on entirely
another. In the simplest version of this story, she got a Timex-
Sinclair computer while recovering from the accident and this
experience opened the door to the world of high technology.

You may remember the Timex-Sinclair. It had an
exceptionally irritating faux keyboard: comprising not keys
but switches covered with a thin membrane so that you had to
press hard on each keystroke. Trying to touchtype on it was
absurd, but then by contemporary standards there wasn't
much you could do on it anyway. It compared to today's
laptops and palmtops like a Model T to a Lexus.

But I remember the excitement it could generate among
people at all interested in this new technology, and I can
imagine how an energetic, intelligent woman involuntarily
stranded for long periods on her couch would welcome the
challenges it presented as a way of passing the time. Limited
as the Timex-Sinclair was, you could learn to program on it,
and you could also begin to discover the complexities of
human-computer interaction, how this is often difficult and
frustrating, how effective it can be, and how it could be
(or might be) made easier.

Of course, such events don't come prelabeled, so she
mostly knew she was experiencing hard times. Invalided,
semi-mobile — on crutches, unable to drive — she struggled
to tutor students who came to her home and to continue her
graduate work. Worse, she couldn't heal properly, so the
months went by and she remained hobbled. Finally, more than
a year after the accident, she went to a clinic in Tucson,
Arizona at her father's request. Andrew Weil ran the clinic,
and while he's now a celebrity, he wasn't then — she'd never
heard of him. According to her report, he quickly diagnosed
her as having hypothyroidism and insisted that she go on
medication. Reluctantly she agreed, and she returned to
Seattle, where she almost immediately began to heal at a
normal rate.

There's at least one more theme in the drama. While at
Evergreen, Linda Stone had been exposed to a theory and
practice of organizational behavior called Synectics, from
which sprung Evergreen's disappearing task forces. As life
went on after the 'Green, she wondered from time to time
what, if anything, had happened to Synectics. She'd found
some interesting ideas there, things she believed worked in
helping organizations function better.

Having recovered from the grosser effects of her injuries,
Linda Stone began to take up her professional life, and at an
educational conference in Cambridge, Massachusetts, she
asked a woman, as she sometimes did at such events, whether
she knew anything about Synectics. To her considerable
surprise, the woman worked for Synectics, whose corporate
home was in Cambridge.

So began a relationship with Synectics where Linda
Stone worked as a West Coast representative for the
organization. In that capacity she began to travel to a wider
variety of conferences, where she met, among others, people
from the burgeoning computer industry, including a fair
number of people from Apple Computer.

The Apple people liked her and recruited her. She
resisted for some time but ultimately went to Apple in 1986,
where she found chaos: the people who'd recruited her had
been reorganized out of existence, and she didn't have a
defined function or even a desk. She commandeered the desk
of someone who was out of town and started to invent her
job. Eventually she would be an assistant to John Sculley, the
man who replaced Steve Jobs.

In 1993, she was hired away from Apple by Microsoft,
where until 1995 she reported to Nathan Myrvold,
Microsoft's chief technology officer, who reported straight to
Bill Gates (she currently reports to Rick Rashid, vice
president of research). She has been there since, and now
heads up the Virtual Worlds Group, an interdisciplinary team
of artists, designers, architects, animators, developers and
programmers devoted to providing technology "that enables
compelling people-to-people social interaction.

About the differences between the two companies, she
says at Apple everyone outside loves you, but inside it's a
nest of confusion and internal competition, while at
Microsoft, outsiders view you as minions of the Evil Empire,
but you work productively, happily and prosperously.

It's a tidy little story: Linda Stone, suffering through a
long, painful rehabilitation, found herself with enforced
physical inactivity leading to social isolation and pretty much
accidentally discovered computers; this, combined with her
interest in organizational theory, put her in place to become a
citizen of the information age.

The question is, what in her made this success possible?
What combination of character and chance turned an
elementary school teacher into a frequent flying member of
the digital elite? Because I'm a novelist (and one who writes
science fiction at that), it's the tragic or just creepy stuff that
springs to mind, perhaps techno-demonic possession or a late
millenial Faust tale, with Nathan Myrvold or Bill Gates as
Mephistopheles —
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In the lab with Linda
Stone, the woman
who brought chat
to Microsoft.

Fortunately for Linda Stone, nothing like this proves to
be the case. In my telling of her story, the accident and the
Timex-Sinclair computer can serve as nice emblems of
change, but more importantly, she brought to those
encounters her essential character and her Evergreen
training. No diabolic deals or demons in residence, just a
somewhat subtle and unexpected confluence of character
and circumstance.

Let me make this clear: Linda Stone is not just any
infotech worker but a fully certified luminary who works on
one coast and teaches on the other and travels one hell of a
lot in between. She's a favorite at Wired and has been given
the seal of "visionary" by John Brockman, self-anointed
marker of the digerati and connoisseur of the intellectual
"edge." While she's not as famous as Esther Dyson, who
has achieved a kind of ubiquity in these circles, she is very
well known indeed.

Her sisters sc^Jheylxpecfed her
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One of the first keys to understanding her success is that,
in the words of Manny Vellon, co-founder of the Virtual
Worlds Group, "she knows everyone." This is partly because
of her need for intelligent conversation, for which she says
she has a passion. She obviously cherishes her friendships
with artists and writers. In fact, I doubt if I'd have gotten an
afternoon of her time if my editor hadn't presented me as a
science fiction writer and all-around cool guy (to which I
would add, listener beware).

This is fair enough, but many people love to hang with
people they consider gifted; I find it more interesting that she
enjoys even banal conversation with practically anyone and
as such is the woman who brought chat to Microsoft.

She prospered at what she describes as a "triple Y
chromosome company in a triple Y chromosome industry."
Microsoft and the computer industry are masculine not in
some casual and stupid, beer-drinking or dwarf-tossing
fashion but in a deeper way, at once more interesting and
unsettling. Both incarnate the intellectual and emotional
virtues of focus, logic, instrumentalism and drive, seemingly
purged of all emotions but ambition. Into this most focused
of environments, where "random" is a dirty word, she made a
success of a group that finds new ways for people to hang out
and just talk with one another.
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To understand the dialectic of her success, you've got to
know something about the online world of "chat." At its
most basic, chat is an exchange of words in cyberspace, and
it's live. That's important. You don't post messages on a
bulletin board and go back later and read responses; you talk
to people in the now — you're in real-time, in computer-
speak. The word itself — chat — gives away the informal
nature of the activity, which is to say it's filled with false
starts and typos and exploration, but the word also conceals
the depths that this homely activity can sometimes manifest.
Our most offhand remark can reveal our deepest concerns or
can provoke the most profound responses from others.

Now, while Virtual Worlds Group is a nice, heavy
moniker, Linda Stone's group really works at devising
slicker, more complex and interesting modes of chat. They
have produced thus far two environments, V-Chat and
Comic Chat.

V-Chat is a three-dimensional environment, a graphical
one, where each person appears as a cartoon figure — it's
called an "avatar" — in a cartoon world. Using your mouse,
you can move around in this world, and using a simple
editing window, you can post messages. You can also read
the public messages others have posted or the private
messages addressed to you. Comic Chat is a two-
dimensional environment made up of comic strip frames.
Your character appears in a frame with the usual thought or
speech balloon coming out of its head. In Linda Stone's
opinion, V-Chat lends itself more to exploration, Comic
Chat more to conversation. In Comic Chat you're not
distracted by the demands of the more complex
environment, including its possibilities for movement and
exploration. In both environments, you can look up others'
profiles, little biographies where they tell as much or little
about themselves as they wish others to know.

Watching her demo these environments for me, I
discovered her secret: she is a Zen master of chat, capable of
quite stunning feats of inference, detection and judgment.
She's spent so much time at the keyboard, she's acquired the
characteristic injury of our time, carpal tunnel syndrome, and
so she's supposed to do less mousing and keyboarding, but
it's a bit like asking Yehudi Menuhin to put down his bow.
She is so present, so completely in tune with the virtual world
in front of her — limited and impoverished as it is — and not
because she loves the computer's or network's tricks but
because she is so interested in the people she finds there.

She can tell young from old, male from female, truth
from fabulation — not unfailingly, to be sure, but with eerie
accuracy. From an exchange of a few lines with a woman
from Holland, she predicted the woman's age and
occupational status and then, within minutes, unearthed the
woman's recent, multiple bereavements.

To me, all this is a natural use of her talents and training.
At Evergreen she learned collaboration and lots of
interpersonal skills, particularly having to do with groups.
Also, she's artistic and intuitive and passionately interested in
people of all kinds. And, well, she's . . . it's hard to know
which way to say this, how to make it spin . . . she's a
woman: she's into group process and collaboration and
consensus. If emotional I.Q. means anything, hers is in the
genius range.

Because of all this, she was able to see — well before
the widespread use of the Web — that people could derive
considerable gratification from chat environments. She says
that she had to argue at Microsoft against the mentality that
viewed the Internet as a place to exchange important
information and to charge tolls for the benefits of doing so.
Executives there were simply incredulous at the notion that
people would want to get on the Internet and just — talk.
And when the executives started looking at the kinds of talk
that prevailed, they were even more puzzled because of the
apparent inanity or banality of most of it. (Don't expect the
Algonquin Roundtable on line, folks; chat spaces are a
thicket of "Hi, how ya doin'?" and "I'm fine, how 'bout
you?") This was not the Information Age but the Hanging
Out and Talking with Whoever's Around Age. To the
Microsoft executive eye, it must have been very hard to
imagine what it was all for.

But Linda Stone understands the loss of community and
consequent loneliness that characterize contemporary life for
so many people. It's the homogenization of America and the
drop-your-socks and hit-the-road diaspora: families and
friends are dispersed across the nation and the world, many
of them living in suburban anticommunities that could be
absolutely anywhere, or, of course, nowhere. It's lonely out
there in Edge City, particularly for those who don't have a
surrogate community such as Microsoft.
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She also understands that when you log on and talk to
others, many of them in exactly your predicament, you find
a kind of balm, a virtual community that may not replace
the material communities we have lost but that is much
better than nothing. The woman who told Linda Stone
about her friends dying of cancer and automobile accident
found some release in doing so; she was moved to say
these things to a woman whose face she'd never see, who
was just a cartoon figure transmitted across the Internet,
who nonetheless treated her with kindness and respected
her grief.

To me the story of Linda Stone is her acceptance of
the quotidian humanity of those she meets online. Her
responses are direct and provocative — like any Zen
teacher, she knows when to poke the student or pose a
riddle — but when she senses pain, she becomes
extraordinarily delicate, and her concentration becomes
more intense. I believe (on slender evidence, a novelist's
reading of runes) she is so well-suited to the world of
online chat because she has experienced pain and isolation,
and she knows how desperately people can need to reach
out for comfort and companionship, even of the virtual
kind. Maybe it was the accident and consequent isolation
and pain, maybe something earlier and deeper — the result
is plain: Linda Stone has an in^^^|empathy that both
drives her and manifests itself in the essentials of her work.
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I'm too old and mean and cynical to leave matters
there, however. I wonder about what Microsoft will
ultimately make of her and her group's work . . . money or
nothing at all, I suspect, but what the hell, it's the late 20th
century and capitalism has triumphed almost everywhere —
it's not a bug, it's a feature, as they say in the software biz.
The central logic of our time: If it's not for sale, it doesn't
exist.

This worries me. Fail and they cut you loose, succeed
and they take you into the back room and teach you the
secret handshake and initiate into the mysteries, and either
way is scary....

But then I remember that she's neither naive nor
cynical and her brand of knowledge — her Zenlike
awareness of human complexity — is as real as their brand,
and even in that techno-corporate holy of holies she will
continue to speak for the irrational, uneconomic and
inefficient human heart.

To experience V-Chat or Comic Chat, go to
http://www.microsoft.com/ie/chat/and download the
appropriate software — Windows only.



Dual Greener Tom moonlights in Vancouver

'The toughest part was the

story conference. . . . You

throw out idea after idea and

most of them just disappear

in a puff of smoke.'
- Tom Maddox

The X-Files writer Tom Maddox:
'What the show really is is a machine for generating interesting plots.'

Sunday night. 9 p.m. Pacific
Standard Time. The television
tuned to the local Fox affiliate.
The place could be any one of
millions of homes where friends
gather to watch the latest
episode of The X-Files.

But this home isn't just any
watering hole for the FilespWia-
afflicted.

After the teaser, the guests watch the credits closely. When the writing
credit flashes on the screen, they burst into applause in honor of their host.
This brick rambler on a quiet Olympia cul-de-sac is the home of Tom
Maddox, member of the Evergreen class of 1975, director of the
Evergreen Writing Center and co-author, alongside close friend and
cyberpunk eminence William Gibson, of episode number 5X11 — "Kill
Switch."

The episode — which features a rogue mega-tiber-cyberentity
prowling the Internet to destroy its creators before they can destroy it —
was the culmination of a process begun in 1996. Maddox was a regular
X-Files viewer; Gibson's daughter Clare had recently converted her father.
"I can't remember who said it first," says Maddox, "but one of us
suggested it would be fun to do an X-Files script."

Fun wasn't always the operative word — there were moments akin to
having black oil seep into your eye sockets — but it was certainly apt for
the week leading up to February 15, the episode's sweeps week air date.
The hyperactive X-Files publicity machine made the most out of its guest
writers (a Stephen King episode had aired the week before). A Publisher's
Weekly article referred to Maddox's novel Halo as underrated, and
frequent Fox promo spots touted the upcoming episode by "sci-fi masters
William Gibson and Tom Maddox."

For Maddox, national billing alongside Gibson, who commands
million-dollar advances for his novels, was hardly an everyday event. But
he has, beyond doubt, established his bona fides as a science fiction talent.
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After Evergreen, he went on to get a Ph.D. in literary
studies from American University and was an associate
professor of literature at both Virginia State University and
Nova University. He returned to Evergreen in 1989 as a
writing instructor, adjunct faculty member and director of the
Writing Center, which oversees the Learning Resource Center.

Over the years, magazines such as Omni, Wired and
Asimov 's Science Fiction Magazine have regularly published
his essays and short fiction. Mirrorshades, a cyberpunk
anthology edited by Bruce Sterling, includes Maddox's short
story "Snake Eyes." Tor Books published Halo in 1991.

Maddox and Gibson hooked up 1982. "Bill saw a piece of
a story of mine and wrote me a very nice letter and I wrote
him back." They met at a science fiction convention and
became "instant fast friends." At the time, Gibson had
published a couple of stories in obscure places, but he sent
Maddox home with a handful of manuscripts. "Holy shit!"
Maddox thought. "Is this how good writing is in the genre?"
Two years later, Gibson published Neuromancer, which
became, in Maddox's words, a cultural talisman.

Collaboration has long been a part of Gibson's work. He
has co-authored several stories and partnered with Sterling to
write the novel The Difference Engine. "Bill says he doesn't
have any ideas," Maddox says skeptically. "He loves to work
off other people's ideas. Gibson and Maddox talked about
collaborating but it was only talk until one of them thought
about pitching a story to The X-Files. Gibson lives in
Vancouver, British Columbia, where The X-Files is shot, and
his name opens doors. He called The X-Files and asked to visit
the set. Afterward, he called producer Chris Carter and said he
and a friend would like to do a script. "We went up on a
Saturday and had breakfast with Chris," says Maddox. "And
Chris said, 'Great, go do us an outline.'"

Maddox describes collaborating with Gibson — the
writing part — as "pure joy." But what had been envisioned as
a two-way collaboration grew to include Carter and co-
producer Frank Spotnitz. "It was an immensely difficult and
complicated process," says Maddox. "Our greatest ally was
that we didn't know what we were doing."

Complications began almost immediately — when the
outline came back, Carter asked for extensive revisions. The
two writers hammered out a story summary, then Carter
abducted them for a two-day marathon story meeting in which
they tried to hammer out a scene-by-scene outline. "We left
there so exhausted we couldn't see straight," Maddox
remembers. At the end of the session, they had general
agreement about the teaser and two of the four acts. The third
act was pretty much nonexistent, but Carter said he would
consult with his team of writers and find a fix.

"That didn't happen," says Maddox. What did happen is
that a year and a half went by as Carter — who was already
working seven days a week — took on Millenium and began
preproduction for an X-Files feature scheduled to open in
June. Maddox and Gibson, staying in touch by phone and fax,
continued to work on the episode.

In November 1997, Carter scraped accretions of space
dust and bee pollen off "Kail Switch" and called for another
story meeting, but there still wasn't a third act. Then the night
before the meeting, Maddox had a benzene moment in his
sleep — the monkeys grabbed onto one another's tails and
began to circle. "I woke up at six in the morning," he says,
"and I thought, 'Here's how we do the third act.'" Agent Fox
Muldar would be snagged by the sentient program and
tortured in virtual space until he revealed the whereabouts of a
computer virus that would be the Net entity's undoing. "We
spent the rest of the day working it out."

The rest of the day meant working into the evening and
rescheduling flights. "The toughest part was the story
conference," Maddox says. "That's where you address
problem after problem. You throw out idea after idea and most
of them just disappear in a puff of smoke."

Carter's limitless energy and commitment made the
grueling process more appealing. "He's capable of hard work
at a level most people aren't. And he's totally dedicated to
doing the show the best way he possibly can. Knowing that
makes it easier to get along with him even when you
disagree," Maddox explains.

Maddox had another thing going for him, as well — his
experience with collaboration at Evergreen. "I was helped not
so much by my background as a student, but by my back-
ground as writing director for nine years and some time here.
I enjoyed it in some ways more than Bill, who is more the
solitary artist. At one point he looked at me and said, 'This is
not what I do when I'm writing.'"

In January, the real fun began — bigtime. Maddox and
daughter Molly met Gibson and his daughter on the set. For a
while, Molly and Clare had a shot at being extras in the
closing scene, and Molly got to meet an idol, Gillian
Anderson, who portrays Agent Dana Scully. Then Maddox
got to sit back and enjoy the attention that comes with being
part of one of the most successful popular culture phenomena
ever.

Maddox is already at work on some other script ideas, but
in particular he's hoping to sell Carter on another concept for
The X-Files. "People who watch The X-Files think of it as
having a narrative," he says. "But what the show really is is
a machine for generating interesting plots. It can be playful,
ironic, self-contradictory. It even can parody itself. There is no
set of explicit rules. Chris Carter grants writers the freedom
to explore."

rough Math and Science
Early results suggest the network's hypothesis is valid.

Alumni scientists and the network's students established several
connections following the publication of a story in Evergreen
Express, a monthly E-mail newsletter distributed by the Alumni
Association (see Evergreen Express, page 16).

"The Math and Science Network is for everyone from the
marine biologist to the super hardcore theoretical physicist and
anyone else geared toward investigative work," Guiles says.
Already, 25 student scientists and mathematicians are
participating.

The group is raising funds to send students to a national
conference next year and regularly publishes articles about
mafh^nd science jji,fhe Cooper Point Joujjujf, thejcf llegq
student newspaper. i™r

.X"

Evergreen science and math students are testing a new theory:
If you build a network of students and reinforce it with strong
alumni support, education and career opportunities will soon
develop. With this concept in mind, student theoreticians
and researchers have formed the Math and Science Network.
The network — which is, in classic Evergreen fashion, inter-
disciplinary — is making its interests known on and off
campus.

"Scholarships and internships always happen at the
department level, but Evergreen doesn't work like that," says
junior Martin Guiles, who helped organize the broad-based
student group last year. So the network set out to test the
hypothesis that students could enrich their educational and
career opportunities by making connections with alumni in
their fields. "In talking with alumni, students realized the
opportunities they could have had with more networking," says
Guiles. "We want to get students aware of the opportunities
and connect them with science alumni and others."

if! First Cal Anderson
Memorial Lecture
More than 200 people filled the Longhouse March 14 for
the premiere event of the Cal Anderson Memorial Lecture
Series. They were there to hear speaker D|jjj|Mixner, a former
Clinton campaign advisor and author who is considered one of
the nation's most influential gay activists. But they were also
there to inaugurate an event designed as a legacy for Senator
Cal Anderson. The series will further his efforts to encourage
reasoned discussion of public policy and the issues that he
devoted himself to throughout his career, including Veterans'

David Mixner delivers the inaugural Cal Anderson Lecture. issues, access to government and civil rights.
"Mixner's critically acclaimed i|fyp|bir,f|

Friends, is an intelligent and challenging biography .... future historians will be hard pressed to understand^wit
wrote the New York Times. Mixner's long political career has included being a partner in one of California's most
affairs firms, where he managed national and international strategic planning and government affairs, and workin
political campaigns. As a senior campaign advisor on the Clinton for President Campaign, he raised of d
strong coalition of gay voters. Later, he made national headlines as the advisor who broke with Clinton apdihe D
over the adoption of the military "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy, saying the position backed away from campaign ™,,̂ .

Evergreen is raising funds for an endowment that will fund the lecture series in perpetuity. Cal Anderson, Washiagtonf s first
openly gay legislator, was a deeply committed public servant, a champion of civil rights and an accomplis
premiere event was funded with grants from the Pride Foundation and the Evergreen Foundation, which has pledged to keep the
annual series going while the endowment works toward its $150,000 goal.
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jftam Dunk cffe jitergreen
The first season of Evergreen Geoduck
Basketball proved Greeners can really get
behind a team and cheer until the rafters
shake.

From the first NCAA Division III
game on campus when the Geoduck men
defeated a surprised Pacific Lutheran
University team to the late-season sweep
of cross-town rival St. Martin's College,
the men's team drew wildly enthusiastic
crowds of students, staff, faculty and
community members to home games in
the Recreation Center. Faculty and
students even traveled as far as Bellingham
for games.

Evergreen's men's team finished the
season with a 10-14 record, going 4-6 in
the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference.

"When we started the season, we were not going to measure our success by wins and losses. We were going to measure it by
the kind of support we got from people and how well the campus acclimatized to basketball," says John Barbee, Evergreen Men's
Basketball coach. "Now we are concerned more with crowd control, which is great. We have gone far and above our expectations;
most coaches say it usually takes two to three years to get into double-figures in the wins column."

Geoduck fans have referred to the experience of watching a basketball game on campus where faculty, students and staff are
yelling their support and Evergreen is emblazoned on uniforms as kind of surreal. Jennifer Koogler, editor of the Cooper Point
Journal, says there are two kinds of responses on campus. Some people fear the popular sport will make Evergreen more like
other schools. And then, there are all those Geoduck fans.

"It's weird to have people coming together over a sport — that's kind of unprecedented here," says Koogler.
The women's team also drew a faithful, though not-as-vocal, crowd for their games. The Women Geoducks finished with a 1-

24 record. They were 0-10 in conference play.
"This team has tremendous spirit," says Women's Coach Rick Harden. "There we were, 30 points down, and they were

diving to the floor after loose balls and hustling to make the shot, and that says a lot about their character and who they are."
The Geoduck women had nine players this year, compared to 12 to 14 players on most teams, but their commitment to the

sport made an impression.
"Last year, I had to personally contact every player and ask them to come play," says Harden "Now players are calling me,

and coaches are contacting me to say they have players interested in coming here to play."
Evergreen also established a successful Founding Geoduck Boosters Club that helped support team travel and other needs.

"We owe a big thanks to our community, alumni and other supporters who stepped forward and made the commitment to get
behind the teams early on in their development," says Carol DeMent, director of Corporate and Foundation Relations for the
college. "It's a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity — something you can look back on and say, 'I was there supporting the program
when it began.'"

You can still show your Geoduck spirit by signing up as a Founding Booster.
For details, call Carol DeMent at (360) 866-6000, ext. 5024 or

sendE-mailtodementc@elwha.evergreen.edu.

Old House Host
Returns to Old
School
Steven Thomas '74, host of PBS's
popular This Old House, returned to
Evergreen March 2 to share tales of
adventure from sailing across an ocean
on a raft using celestial navigation to
hosting PBS's most popular and long-
running program. More than 250
people turned out to hear his lecture-
slide show presentation in Olympia.
Thomas also visited with students on
campus and shared how his Evergreen
education helped him succeed. The
Thomas lecture was a benefit for the
Evergreen Fund for Innovation, an
endowment program launched during
the college's 25th anniversary year
that will support faculty and staff
projects designed to keep Evergreen
on the leading edge of innovation in
higher education.

MacGregor Named
Higher Ed Leader
In 1964, while an undergraduate at Wellesley
College, Jean MacGregor yearned for an
interdisciplinary environmental studies
education. Facing skeptics, she proclaimed
that the word 'ecology' would be common
usage before the year 2000.

A quarter of a century later, MacGregor
can be found teaching an interdisciplinary
environmental education program for
Evergreen graduate students and directing a
campus-based effort to help colleges and
universities across the country implement the
latest ideas in educational innovation.

Change magazine honored her continued vision and leadership in its January/
February issue, naming her one of the nation's top 80 leaders in higher education.

The prestigious magazine of higher education honored MacGregor under the
category of Idea Champions. It notes that MacGregor "used grassroots organizing
skills to co-found (with Provost Barbara Leigh Smith) the much-admired
Washington Center for Improving the Quality of Undergraduate Education. She
now heads up a national consortium to advance the idea of freshman learning
communities."

Currently the director of the National Communities Dissemination Project, a
federally funded project of Evergreen's Washington Center, MacGregor works
with 20 higher education institutions around the country to assist with developing
learning communities based on interdisciplinary studies and collaborative learning.

As one of 11 Idea Champions, MacGregor joins such heavy-hitters as
Wisconsin's Parker Palmer, author of The Courage to Teach, and the University of
South Carolina's John Gardner, architect of the freshman experience. In other
categories, Change acknowledged the work of leaders from inside the academic
community, external influencers and young leaders of the academy. Those named
were drawn from the results of a survey of 11,000 educators nationwide.

"I'm one amongst a whole flock of learning community champions all over
the country — and that's healthy. Ideas rise and fall when placed on the shoulders
of one person," MacGregor says, adding that Smith and current Washington Center
administrators Jeanine Elliott and Emily Decker deserve much of the credit for the
Washington Center's success in advancing the learning community approach.
"I just hope the ideas will outlive the champions."

The brainchild of Provost Smith, the Washington Center was founded in 1985
following a successful faculty exchange partnership between Evergreen and Seattle
Central Community College. MacGregor was the charter staff member. The only
legislatively mandated institution of its kind in the country, the center is a
consortium of 46 two- and four-year colleges in Washington. Its goals are to
support a variety of approaches to curricular reform, faculty development and
assessment. The center won the Hesburgh Award for outstanding faculty
development programs in 1994.
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You may be surprised to learn how much is available to you at Evergreen
even if you are no longer a student. As an honored Evergreen graduate, you
can take a personality test, rent some snowshoes, hone your interview skills
or climb an indoor mountain — all for free or a nominal charge. Because
more than 12,000 alumni live within a few hours of campus, and because
much of what we offer is accessible from afar, we have listed services and
activities available to all graduates.

Career Development: Staff expertise and other resources of
the Career Development Center are available to alumni free of
charge. Staff members can help with career counseling,
resume development and graduate school research — they'll
even role-play during mock interviews. The center offers
LSAT, MCAT and GRE practice tests, job search workshops
and a resource library. If you're not sure of your calling, you
may want to take the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Test or the
Campbell Skills and Interest Tests. Tests are available for a
minimal charge at the Evergreen Bookstore and the center's
career counseling specialists will analyze the results at no
charge. Watch for the "Virtual Career Center" coming soon to
a Web site near you. For more information, call (360) 866-
6000, ext. 6193.

Recreation, Wellness and Athletics: You can schedule time
at the pool, the diving well, three-court gym, outdoor tennis
courts, indoor racquetball and handball courts, covered
pavilion, outside rock-climbing wall or the indoor rock-
climbing gym. Facilities also include weight machines and
free weights, three dance rehearsal rooms, an aerobics and
punching bag room and even off-campus sailboat moorage.
You can rent ice axes, snowshoes, internal and external frame
backpacks, wet suits and cross-country and telemark skis and
boots. There is a new schedule of Leisure Education classes
every quarter. Just about all of this is available to alumni at
substantial discounts. Call the CRC for more information at
(360) 866-6000, ext. 6530.

Computer Center: The Computer Center's priority is current
students, but facilities have been made available to alumni for
specific projects. Contact Pete Pietras to inquire about access.
He can be reached at (360) 866-6000, ext. 6235, or via E-mail
at pietrasp@evergreen.edu.

Cooper Point Journal: Even though you're no longer on
campus, you can still stay in touch with the pulse of Evergreen.
Subscriptions for the CPJ are $35 a year for first-class delivery
or $23 a year for third class. Editor Jen Koogler is considering
adding an alumni profile to the paper and letters and article
submissions from alumni are always welcome. Talk to Jen about
articles or to the business office about subscriptions by calling
(360) 866-6000, ext. 6213.

Event Discounts: More often than not, Evergreen-sponsored
events such as Evergreen Expressions offer discounts on ticket
prices for students and alumni, call (360) 866-6000, ext. 6632.

Library: Alumni have access to the main stacks, archives and
reference services. The library information extension is 6520.

Last but not least...
Office of Alumni Affairs Service^
Alumni E-mail and Web Site Directory
Join the approximately 260 alumni participating in the Alumni
E-mail and Web site directory located on the Alumni Affairs
Web site. The site is password-protected and lists E-mail and
Web site addresses for participating alumni.

Evergreen Express
Hop aboard the Evergreen Express and join the 750 alumni who
receive this monthly E-mail newsletter highlighting college and
alumni news and events.

Find a Greener
We can forward a note to a long-lost friend requesting they
contact you. Just let us know:
• The name of the person you're trying to contact
• The year they graduated
• The information you'd like forwarded
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oesn't End at Graduation
Alumni Book Clubs Forming
Book clubs are experiencing a rush of popularity across the
country and are a wonderful way for alumni to stay in touch
and keep reading, thinking and talking. Think of it as an
opportunity to seminar! Many bookstores sponsor groups and
offer discounts on monthly choices. Meeting spaces are
available on the Evergreen campus in the evenings, and staff
can assist volunteers in setting up clubs in their own
communities. If you're interested in getting an alumni book
club going in your area, contact Laura Seaton in the Office of
Alumni Affairs, (360) 866-6000, ext. 6551.

Alumni Reach Out to
Prospective Students
The Alumni Affairs and Admissions offices are collaborating
on the Evergreen Emissary program, already drawing interest
from more then 30 alumni from northern Alaska to eastern
Massachusetts. The program lets prospective students hear
from people who have "been there, done that."

Emissarries can expect to receive or make a few phone
calls a year, as well as be invited to join admissions counselors
to speak to prospective students. Alumni can offer interesting
perspectives on their Evergreen experiences. Each volunteer
receives a notebook that includes information students are
likely to be interested in, such as housing, financial aid, tuition
and academic programs.

Walter Carpenter ' 80 recently shared his reason for
volunteering as an Evergreen Emissary in Vermont: "It was not
until I reached Evergreen that I discovered education could be
more than merely another cog in the mysterious wheel of
things forced upon me to become what is commonly called an
adult. Evergreen taught me that education need not be a
bureaucratic function, but could be something wildly creative,
intensely fun, and, in fact, really was education.... If alums
feel good about Evergreen, they should participate in the
Emissary program. While an Evergreen-style education is, of
course, not for all, if those, for whom it was good can help
those it will be good for, then by all means they should
participate."

The majority of requests received by the Admissions
Office come from prospective students living in San Francisco,
Los Angeles and San Diego, California; Portland and Eugene,
Oregon; Anchorage, Alaska; Denver, Colorado; Hawaii; and
the East Coast. We particularly need emissaries in these areas.

Volunteers Needed for
Monthly Networking Breakfasts
We know from employer surveys that Evergreen alumni excel
in many professions. We also know how great it is to connect
with people in similar professions or with those in careers you
might like to explore. The Office of Alumni Affairs is looking
for volunteers to coordinate casual monthly breakfasts to help
enhance career opportunities for Greeners. Staff would send
the invitations and alumni volunteers will send out a meeting
location and host the monthly event.

Where Greeners Work
The Career Development Center recently released a 1997
Placement Report (based on 11,043 survey reponses)
with the following information:

Profession
Architecture, Engineering & Surveying
Administration & Finance
Agriculture, Fishery & Forestry
Art
Clerical & Sales

Entertainment & Recreation j
Law
Computer Sciences
Life Sciences
Managers & Officials
Medicine and Health
Museum, Library & Archival Sciences

Sciences
Protective Service

Religion & Theology
{flittee Occupations
Social Sciences

Transportation
Jl|ifpng & ComiimBica|j||fj

Retired

Graduates
151
984
184
456
524

1,529
539
256
564
783

1,304
550
153
86

231
644

51
471
837
104
170
332

140

.
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Mark June 13 on your calendar for a great day back on campus. The Evergreen
Alumni Association will sponsor several Super Saturday activities:

Alumni Association Annual Meeting: Nominations are sought for vacant board
positions for 1998-99. Any Evergreen graduate is eligible to run for a seat on the
board and self-nominations are welcome. The board's mission statement:

"The Evergreen State College Alumni Association is an organization of people
who attended Evergreen. Our mission is to support the greater Evergreen community,
maintain personal connections between Evergreen and its alumni, and promote
Evergreen's spirit of innovation."

Joining the board is a great way to give back to your school and help develop
alumni programs and services. To learn more about becoming a board member,
please contact Jerylyn Delaney '92, '94, Alumni Association president, at (253) 537-
7776 or Pam Toal, director of Alumni Affairs at (360) 866-6000, ext. 6551 or by E-
mail at toalp@evergreen.edu. The meeting will begin at 10 a.m. in Library 1612.

Evergreen Lounge: Plan for a fun evening of socializing and dancing with
friends in Library 4300. Festivities start at 7 p.m. and continue until 10 p.m. Enjoy
the laid-back ambiance with food, beer, wine and soft drinks. Admission is free and
you must be 21 or older to attend.

GeoGear Merchandise Booth: What a great way to fund a scholarship — buy
GeoGear to benefit yourself and a future student. The many items available include
Evergreen T-shirts, umbrellas, baseball caps and mugs. Look for the Alumni
Association booth in Red Square or purchase items in the Bookstore.

Volunteers are needed to help staff the events. Call (360) 866-6000 ext. 6551.
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Upcoming Aluntm Events
Procession of the Species Pre-Parade Greener Gathering
i n Olympia:; V v : : V : : ; : . . . . . .

Boston Greener .Gathering. , : . :

|jj ChicagoMidwest.Regioiial.Greener Gathering

| San Frandsco/BayArea Greener Gathering . :

HostNejll Kramet:J8G • : ^ :

Super Saturday -The Evergreen. State College .

Master in/Teaching '91->93 Five-Year.Program Reunion

. - ' " . , : : . Olympia Gfeener$?:,S«î  . . . .

. .Portland Greener Gathering . . • . . |JJ
Host Michael. Hall:'74 ;V-X V . : V . ;̂  . . . . . . !

August 22-23 Outdoor EdpeatMBi '78-'7f 20-Year Program Reunion

turn to

Special thanks to Walter Carpenter '80, Jerylyn
Delaney '92, '94, Wendy Freeman, Michelle
Rounsley, Laura Seaton and Doug Plummer '80
for their contributions to the AlumNews.

Are you interested in getting together with
friends from one or more of your favorite
programs? The Alumni Affairs staff can help you
coordinate a program reunion. Staff will
assemble a list of your classmates, help with
mailings, pay for the postage and handle any
coordination details. Staff recommend you begin
planning at least one year in advance.

To contact
Alumni Affairs:
(360) 866-6000, ext. 6551

tescalum @ evergreen.edu
http://www.evergreen.edu/alumni
LIB 3121,2700 Evergreen Parkway NW
Olympia, WA 98505
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Will! Unsoeld and three students haul a pier
block up a trail as an exercise in group
process.

Twenty years ago, a group of 80-some students began a remarkable year under the
aegis of Willi Unsoeld's Outdoor Education program. Most of us were in our early
20s. Many seeking something, maybe the foundation for a career in education or
outdoor leadership. Some of us didn't have a clue what we were seeking. Willi's
reputation and charisma drew many students in that era who didn't know quite who
they were or what they sought, but they were drawn to be within his spell. Some
were gnarly outdoor rats already, conversant with carabiner and snow. Some were
terrified of heights. Through the course of the next nine months, we would all
experience tragedy and death, love and loss and a potent bonding experience that
for some of us was one of the most transformative experiences of our young lives.

Why was that particular program so significant? With
respect to the history of the college (and the state), it was this
program that witnessed the death of Willi Unsoeld and Janie
Diepenbrock when an avalanche struck program participants on
Mt. Rainier on March 4, 1979. To the people on that outing, it
was a traumatic event that severely tested their physical and
emotional endurance. To all of us in the program it was an
emotionally intense time. Because of the strong group cohesion
within the program, and the example of the Unsoeld family, we
were able to transform our collective grief into deep meaning
that would affect the directions our lives would subsequently
take.

We're planning on August 22-23, 1998 as the date for an
Outdoor Education program reunion. Everything is up in the air
as to what it will look like. A Web site (http:www. evergreen,
edu/user/alums/outed.html) is taking shape as a place for news
and updates of the reunion and as a kind of meeting hall for the
alumni. A virtual task force has formed to plan the reunion,
mostly by E-mail. Sheri Gerson '84 (SMGerson@aol.com) is
the coordinator. Contributions to the Web site go to Doug
Plummer '80 (dplummer@compuserve.com). We are looking
for where-are-they-now updates from folks, essays on how the
program affected their subsequent life decisions as well as
photographs, then and now.

Twenty years has allowed for a lot of life to happen.
Speaking for myself, I'd managed to avoid all the various
reunions that strike one's middle age. This is the first such one
I've looked forward to. The only people I still remain
connected to from that time of my life are those from Outdoor
Ed. Some of them are my closest friends. I think many of us
look forward to sharing these experiences again with one
another and having our spouses, partners and kids meet all
these people we've been talking about for so long.

— Doug Plummer '80

Mt Rainier form Mystic Ridge.
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Terry Vincent Kraft-Oliver, Pak
Kret, Nonthaburi, has been in
Thailand nearly six years and is
managing director of the Asia
Regional Office of the International
Institute for Energy Conservation
based in Bangkok. His wife, Marcia
Kraft-Oliver, teaches at the
International School in Bangkok.
They have two sons: 12-year-old
Spencer and 9-year-old Sujin.

Marguerite S. Hauberg, Clinton,
received credit from Evergreen for
studying pantomime in Paris, France
during the 1973-74 school year. After
earning a master's degree from
Western Washington University, she
taught in Italy and Morocco. She now
teaches on Whidbey Island, where she
lives with her adopted son, who is
from Morocco.

Joe Ochoa, Salem, OR, was elevated
from the state district court to the
circuit court bench on January 15,
1998. He continues to serve as a trial
court judge for misdemeanor and
felony criminal cases. His wife,
Marcia Johnson, was named executive
director of the Humane Society of the
Willamette Valley. They share their
Salem home with two feline Humane
Society alumni.

Ronald W. Magram, Vancouver, is
managing director of Executive
Compensation Group, an insurance
consulting and brokerage firm
specializing in estate planning and
executive benefit programs. His
clients include individuals, public
corporations and closely held private
companies.

E. John Agnew, Bellevue, received
his Ph.D. in the design and evaluation
of educational programs from
Stanford in 1986. He is currently
director of executive and management
development at Microsoft.

Robert J. Crawford, Cumberland
Center, ME, is a partner in Bernstein,
Shur, Sawyer & Nelson, a law firm
focusing on municipal law and energy
issues. He tries to keep his workload
appropriately scheduled between
telemark tree skiing, fly fishing
junkets to the intermountain West and
burnout bike rides in the Maine bush.

Tom Fleischner, Prescott, AZ, teaches
environmental studies at Prescott
College and is deeply involved in
conservation biology and policy
related to livestock grazing. He
recently completed a Ph.D. in
environmental studies at The Union
Institute and is writing a book on the
Escalante River canyon country in
southern Utah. He is married to Edie
Dillon and has a 6-year-old son, River,
and a 2-year-old daughter, Kestrel. He
can be reached at Prescott College,
220 Grove Avenue, Prescott, AZ
86301.

Daniel E. Oppenheimer, Brooklyn,
NY, attended Evergreen for two years
as a freshman and sophomore in 1973-
74 and 1974-75 before heading to
New York City to seek fame and
fortune. He is married and works as a
personal fitness trainer and fitness
consultant. A songwriter, guitarist and
former marathon runner, he admits, "I
don't know if I'll do that again."

Dennis A. Fox, Ryebrook, NY, is
manager of Julius Lowery Frame
Restoring Company, Inc.

Sarah S. Stockwel, Cumberland
Center, ME, is director of wildlife for
the Maine Audubon Society. Her work
on loon studies was recently the
subject of a television program
reviewing the impact of airborne
mercury on Maine lakes.

Lanny S. Aronoff, Montclair, NJ, is a
financial advisor with Prudential
Securities after spending 15 years as a
litigation consultant and independent
businessman.
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Susan D. Brown, Puyallup, received
her master in business administration
degree from Pacific Lutheran
University in 1991 and is now
working as a purchasing manager for
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group.

Clifford A. Olin, Alhambra, CA, has
been a teacher at McKinley Avenue
School in Los Angeles for six years.
He is working to save bilingual
education in California from the
diehard monolinguists who want to
impose English-immersion on every
child in the state. He's become a
"Latin-Americanist" since living in
Mexico City (1985-87) and traveling a
lot in Mexico, Central America and
Cuba. He would love to hear from
classmates who were in the Writing as
a Life Work program (1979-80) or the
Dialectics of American Culture
program (1980-81). E-mail:
ollin@flash.net.

Melanie Bartmess, Seattle, is moving
back to New Orleans after 21 years in
the Pacific Northwest. She expects to
have a jungle of a garden down there.

Beryl D. Crowe, San Francisco, CA,
is producing and engineering in the
San Francisco Bay Area. He is a house
sound engineer at Nob Hill Masonic
Auditorium in San Francisco and a
computer graphic artist. He has been
published nationally, internationally,
on CD-ROM, on music CD and is one
of the featured artists in the
forthcoming book Factual Design
Studio Secrets.

Carol H. Shivel, Berkeley, CA, earned
a master's degree in theology at the
University of California at Berkeley.
Now an Orthodox Jew, she is studying
two years with a rabbi.

Yasmine (Corbally) Galenorn,
Olympia, recently published her
second book, Trancing The Witch 's
Wheel (Llewellyn, 1997). Her third
work, Embracing The Moon
(Llewellyn, 1998), is due out this year.

Gail R. Pruitt, Seattle, is working as
a law clerk for Judge Jeffery Ramsdell
in King County Superior Court after
having graduated from Seattle
University Law School.

Andy M. Vengrove, Westhampton,
MA, is still happily married to Julie
Rozenfeld. They have two great kids,
12-year-old Jesse and 10-year-old
Danielle. Andy earned his doctorate
and is a school psychologist in a
public middle school while teaching
psychology courses at a local state
college. Julie has maintained a
successful massage practice in
Northampton, MA. Their hearts go out
to the friends and family of Gary
Hare, one of Andy's first friends at
Evergreen. His recent death saddened
them, and they will miss him.

Patricia A. Muller, Eastsound,
received her master's degree in
international school administration/
ESL from Trenton State University in
its Mallorca, Spain program. She has
been overseas the last six years
teaching in Guatemala, Mexico and
Ecuador.

Sandra I. Chelan, Seattle, is living in
Seattle with her husband Nathaniel and
their 6-year-old daughter. She is
writing and editing a newsletter for
Cafe Allegro and homeschooling.

Richard G Hartley, Philadelphia, is
happy to announce that on February 14
he married Emily Collier, Bryn Mawr,
'93, in Chestertown, Maryland. For the
past two years, Richard has been
contracted as the webmaster for the
Department of Surgery at the
University of Pennsylvania Health
System.

Jacob A. Weisman, San Francisco,
runs a small press publishing company,
Tachyon Publications. He has
published several titles by a variety of
authors, including Peter Beagle's The
Rhinoceros Who Quoted Nietzsche. A
short story he wrote with fellow alum
David Sandner appeared in Realms of
Fantasy magazine. He has also been
published in The Nation, The
Louisville-Courier Journal, Seattle
Weekly and the fourth edition of the
college textbook Sport in
Contemporary Society.

Teresa L. Diaz, Mission Hills, CA,
has returned to her roots and is living
in sunny Southern California. She
would love to hear from other Los
Angeles-area Greeners.

Sajeela Joysong Moskowitz
Ramsey, Vienna, VA, expects to
graduate this year from a master of
science program in organization
development from the School of
Public Affairs at American University
in Washington, D.C. She owns her
own consulting business, CORE
(Center for Organizational Renewal
and Effectiveness) Consulting. She
has been following this career path for
about four years after seven years as a
massage therapist and stress
management consultant. She plans to
move back to the West Coast in the
next three to five years. The program
she is in at American University is
called experiential and is considered
alternative, but in her opinion it can't
hold a candle to Evergreen in terms of
its educational pedagogy or structural
reinforcement of learning. When she
exits she plans to give them feedback
and include the Evergreen model as
an example of excellence in
alternative education.

Christopher A. De Laurenti, Seattle,
is a composer, compact disc saboteur
and freelance sound designer. The
City of Seattle has commissioned him
to compose a symphony of electronic
music to premiere in 1999. He served
as technical director and host for
Electromuse I, a cavalcade of
electronic music presented to the
public late last year. Surf http://
www.eskimo.com/~foont to hear his
music, savor comic covers of evil,
read rants and explore other online
detritus.
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Mary MacKenzie, Flagstaff, AZ, is
associate director of development for
Northern Arizona University, where
she received her master of arts degree
in education with an emphasis in
counseling last year.

Robert J. Menna, Seattle, founder of
the Seattle Playwrights Alliance and
former literary manager at the Intiman
Theatre is now coordinating producer
at Seattle's Headbone Interactive,
creating children's animated
television.

TCTOT

Eric B. Stenson, Mercer Island,
married Michelle Gamboa in Kauai,
Hawaii on November 8, 1997, after a
two-and-a-half year engagement.
Edward Martin in '91 participated
in the wedding ceremony as one of
Eric's three attendants. Eric and
Michelle met at California Polytechnic
State University and both now work
for Microsoft Corporation.

David R. Youel, Los Angeles, is a
lighting technician represented by
I.A.T.S.E. Local #728, although he
remains a proud member of Stage
Employees I.A.T.S.E. Local #15
Seattle. Over the past two years he has
worked on such features as Batman
and Robin. This past summer he was
best boy-electric on the CBS movie of
the week, 7,000 Men and a Baby. He
also worked as a gaffer on the visual
effects unit for Sphere. He most
recently completed work on Small
Soldiers. He spends his leisure time
surfing.

Anthony N. Del Calzo, Portland, OR,
is a video editor at Vaughn Com-
munications and dabbles in publicity
efforts for a couple of bands, New
Model Army and Levolers.

Scott A. Douglas, Washington, D.C.,
received his J.D. from the Georgetown
University Law Center in May 1997
with a strong focus on international
law and human rights law. He is now
working for Catholic Legal
Immigration Network, Inc. in
Washington D.C., a non-profit
immigrant legal services provider. He
does outreach work in immigrant
communities, working with federal
employment nondiscrimination laws
that protect immigrants. He and his
partner Tom, who is also an attorney,
celebrate three years together this
March.

David Hofford III, Seattle, says that
after many years of "being here now"
he is presently business manager for
Duffy Bishop and her Palace of
Culture.

Sharon M. Howe, Northridge, CA,
graduated from Western Washington
University in March 1998 with a
master's degree in history and
archives administration and records
management. Her master's thesis was
"The Sound of Salmon Swimming
Through the Wires: Dams, Fish, and
Hatcheries on Puget Sound, 1898-
1921." She is a project archivist in the
Urban Archives Center at California
State University, Northridge.

Patty Marks, Barbados, will be
transferring this spring to U.S.
Embassy Colombo in Sri Lanka. She
will be working with the ambassador
and deputy chief of mission. She
asks: "Are there any other Greeners
out there working for the Foreign
Service?"

Simon J. Martin, Seattle, is adminis-
trator for the University of
Washington's School of Art. He also
presides over the board of a Seattle
youth center, Lambert House.

Keith Charles Dromm, Champaign,
IL, is a Ph.D. candidate in the
philosophy department of the
University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign.

Glenn T. Storbeck, Lakewood,
received a faculty appointment at the
Valley Library, Oregon State
University, in Corvallis after earning
a master of library science degree at
the University of Washington in 1996.
As of January 5, 1998, he was offered
and accepted the reference librarian
position at the Albany Public Library
in Albany, Oregon. He says, "Oregon
is a nice place but people are horrible
automobile drivers."
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Diana L. Gonzalez, Kenmore, is
currently in the naturopathic medicine
program at Bastyr University and is
looking to get back in touch with
Greener Grads in the Northwest.
Lori Hanenburg (Richardson),
Olympia, went to graduate school in
Boston, then returned to Olympia in
November 1996 to meet and marry
the most wonderful man in the world
(Sean) in February 1997. They have a
10-year-old son, Tyler, who wants to
go to Evergreen (from where, by the
way, her twin sister, younger brother,
and mother all graduated). She works
in health policy analysis for the state
and Sean is a pilot and policy analysis
consultant.

Jenny A. Weed, Seattle, now lives
just off Greenlake. She finally made it
out of the Midwest.

Kathleen M. O'Bryan, Tacoma, was
hired as a teacher of English at a
school in Japan and moved there in
February 1998.

April M. Randle, Gainesville, FL, is
a graduate student at the University of
Florida in the department of zoology.

Shauna M. Curphey, Seattle, is a
graduate student in communications at
the University of Washington.

Julianna C. Gearon, Seattle, is
eagerly awaiting the September birth
of her first child. She will be 39 weeks
pregnant during the national zoo and
aquarium decent conference she is
assisting with in August, and
appreciates all good wishes that she
not start labor while backstage on an
exhibit tour of elephants in Portland.
She is otherwise keeping busy
teaching at the Woodland Park Zoo,
the Seattle Aquarium and the
Washington Park Arboretum as well
as working with Totem Girl Scout
Council and the City of Seattle Tree
Steward Program. She is still in the
thick of her master's work in
environmental/experimental education
and was awarded an honorary
doctorate of divinity in 1997 for her
work in counseling disadvantaged
women.

Karen D. Blair, McCleary, is also
known as K.B. Cat, KB Consulting
and Tutoring. She received her
business license in November and
says she is actually making a living in
Gray's Harbor County. Her services
include computer support and tutoring
for families and small businesses,
providing business services, posters,
business cards, record keeping,
creating forms, etc. She continues to
serve on the board of directors of the
McCleary Food Bank, for which she
has been secretary-treasurer since
1994.

David H. Eaton, Kodiak, AK, wants
to hear from classmates from FONS
and TME. He can provide information
about the job market in Alaska and
share his experiences living in the land
of the midnight sun. Please drop him a
line. He would love to chat and maybe
talk about global carbon f lux. . . .
"Yeah, right."

Adrian O. Hamilton, Yelm, was
promoted to associate supervisor with
the U.S. Postal Service in January.

Much of the information for AlumNotes is
collected by telephone. ReView has made
every effort to ensure the accuracy of this
material and regrets errors resulting from its
method of collection. AlumNotes is compiled
by the Office of Alumni Affairs and Annual
Fund. Call the office at (360) 866-6000, ext.
6551 with any corrections, or E-mail
tescalum@elwha.evergreen.edu.



GEOGEAR for Greeners
Order now! Proceeds from the sale of these items support student scholarships.

fftjefcase/carry-all
{This Jansport briefcase, made of water repellent and abrasion resistant cordura
material, displays the Evergreen logo and features a molded handle and non-
slip shoulder strap, organizer panel for pens and, penjjils ajjd 1,200 cubic inch
storage capacity.

Evergreen logo w,
This watch showcases antelec|oplated Evergreen logo. Features water resistant all

casing, 18k gold plated trim, water resistant leather band and Seiko movement.

Umbrella
Green-and-white Evergreen umbrella folds fo a convenient 18 inches, and with
the touch of its auto-open button, expands to a spacious 45 inches in diameter.

Evergreen logo sweatshirts and T-shirtSi
Distinctive Evergreen alumni sweatshirt or short-sleeved T-shirt with thf

memorable Evergreen logo Jpeci|lly modified to show your alumni status.
':>''Hfw See order form for color choices.

joduck T-shirt
|%his 100% cotton, short-sleeved T-shirt,
S features a special geoduck design crea;

by an alum.

Cotton canvas baseball cap
Canvas baseball cap Jjas the Evergreen logo embroidered in green.

Off-white with green bill.

Ceramic mugs
Jwo styles available. The Evergreen logo version is green with the logo etched
into the mug. Also available, the alumni geoduck design appears in full color on
a white mug. Mugs are dishwasher safe, microwave safe.

Car license plate hojp|Jf
"Alumni" on top and "The Evergreen State College" on bottom.

Window decal
Green lettering on clear sticker.

rings
iTwo styles available. Round lucite with laser-etched Evergreen logo.
I Green leather key chain/ID holder.

Order Form

Briefcase
$65.00x =$

Watch
$44.95x

Umbrella
$22.30 x

Evergreen logo T-shirt 100% cotton
dl Ash gray - green logo
I I Forest green - white logo
LJM OL CD XL DXXL

$15x =_$_

Sweatshirt high cotton content
I I Ash gray - green logo
I I Forest green - white logo
OL CHXL DXXL

$ 38.95 x = $

Geoduck T-shirt 700% cotton
Oxford gray with five-color screened geoduck
CUM Dl dlXL DXXL

$18x = $

Baseball cap with Evergreen logo
$15x = $

Mugs
CH Geoduck on white mug $10 x = $
CH Evergreen logo etched on green mug

$10x =_$_

Alumni car license plate holder
$10x = $

"Greener Grad" window decal
$2 x = $

Key ring
CH Leather $10x = $
CH Lucite $5 x = $

add $2 shipping per order +$2
WA residents add 8% sales tax $

Prices subject to change without notice.

Payment
HH Check CH MasterCard CUVISA CH American Express
card no.:

expiration date:

address:

city, state: zip:

phone: ( )

Fax orders: (360) 866-6793
'Phone orders: (360) 866-6000, ext. 6212
Mail orders: The Evergreen State College Bookstore

Olympia, WA 98505
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